
 

LongpointTM 2017 Rules for Messer, Sword and 
Buckler, and Singlestick Competitions 

Version 1.1 - Changes noted in red throughout. Most changes apply to 

Singlestick, with the addition of a clarification for counters in all events. 

Intent 

The LongpointTM 2017 Secondary Tournaments are an opportunity for genuine enthusiasts of weapons 

less commonly showcased at major HEMA events to face off in competitions which award the 

underpinnings of their systems in a less mechanical fashion than might be achieved using modified rules 

originally intended for longsword, sidesword, or olympic-style fencing. Like all rulesets, what follows has 

its own limitations and trade-offs. Likewise, although gestalt-type rules have been used before (mostly 

pre-2010), the approach taken in these rules is absolutely experimental, and should be embraced as 

such. 

 

As with Longpoint’s other rule sets, this one isn’t meant to simulate a duel or “real fightTM,” but rather to 

draw out certain behaviors. The primary themes of this rule set are: 

1. The fight doesn’t (usually) stop with the first blow.  

2. The head is the preferred target for all kinds of strikes, and the torso for thrusting actions. 

3. A fencer wins by (a) objectively delivering scoring strikes to their opponent more frequently and 

on better targets than what they receive from their opponent and (b) by displaying a superior 

command of certain subjectively scored skillsets within the fight. 

How It Works 

Matches are governed by two judges, two counters, and a director. The director starts and stops the 

action, keeps the ring safe for the fencers, and generally controls the flow of the bout. Directors also 

assign penalties and resolve disputes between fencers or ties between judges. Two counters count and 

score the blows delivered to a single fighter. The two judges score the subjective criteria for both 

fighters.  

These rules are Copyright © 2017 Jacob P. Norwood and Longpoint™. This document may be reproduced without alteration for 
non-profit purposes. If you wish to use these rules for your own competitions--either modified or as-is, please contact 
fightlongpoint@gmail.com for permission. 
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Whenever one fencer strikes another, the counters note the strike as either a single point or double 

points. 

 

Double points are awarded for strikes to the head and shoulders above the seam of the shoulder, and 

for thrusts to the head or torso. Single points are awarded for all other scoring actions. Strikes with the 

buckler or hilt to the mask are also counted as single points. 

 

For simplicity’s sake, counters should not count more than three blows in rapid succession to a single 

target in a single exchange. 

 

The director stops the action when one or more fighters executes a double-point action and then either 

withdraws safely to a distance of at least two steps or removes the opponent’s threat through grappling 

or clever bind work which controls the opponent’s dominant weapon. The director may also stop the 

action when it has become too chaotic or jumbled to effectively score, or at the request of one of the 

counters. Otherwise, the action will continue. 

 

To emphasise: the director does not stop the action every time a quality blow lands but rather when a 

fighter both delivers a double-point action and safely escapes or controls his opponent. 

 

Bouts are run to time on a clock that generally doesn’t stop until the end of the match. At the end of the 

match, the director polls the counters and judges in a little conference in the middle of the ring, then 

communicates the results aloud to the score table and the fencers. 

Singlestick is Different! 

While blows anywhere are allowed, only blows to the mask will be scored. Blows to the mask are worth 

1 point. Thrusts will not be scored, nor will actions with the guard or pommel. Fencers may not shield 

their head with their non-weapon hand or arm. Violations will receive a warning as any other violation. 

Scoring a Match 

Hits are counted against  you. 

Fencers lose points scored against them in the match, creating a deficit. For example, a fencer who 

receives 10 single-point cuts or thrusts to the limbs and three double-point cuts or thrusts to the 

head/thrusts to the torso loses a total of 16 points (10 + 3*2=18).  

Subjective criteria is counted for you, five points each 

Two judges will grade both fighters on four criteria. Each criterial can earn a fighter zero or five points. 

Each fighter is primarily compared to his opponent for that match. 
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The fighter who demonstrates superior mastery compared to his opponent over a criterion gets five (5) 

points. The other fighter gets zero points. 

 

If the judges are in disagreement, the director breaks the tie. If the director is unable to break the tie, 

he/she may either award the fighters no points (“Criteria not demonstrated”) or three (3) points each 

(both fencers demonstrated the criteria with equal competence). The three-point ruling can only be 

used for one of the four criteria per match. The zero-point ruling may be used for two criteria per match. 

This means that at least one of the four criteria must have a definitive winner every match. 

 

The criteria are: 

Criteria Messer Sword and Buckler Singlestick 

A) Better use of... Winding/Bladework Winding/Bladework *Technical Award, 10pts 

B) Better use of... Grappling/Halfsword The Buckler Not Applicable 

C) Better use of... Compound Attacks Compound Attacks Not Applicable 

D) Better use of... Variety in Technique or 
Targeting 

Variety in Technique or 
Targeting 

Not Applicable 

 

Criteria Definitions 

Better use of Winding/Bladework 

The fencer demonstrates superior control or influence of his/her opponent’s weapon through binding 
and sticking to the blade, either through extended winding exchanges or through artful application of 
single-time counters such as absetzen, duplieren, or mutieren. Such bladework can be demonstrated 
offensively or defensively. 

Better use of Grappling/Halfsword 

The fencer makes superior use of grappling techinques, including traps, throws, disarms, takedowns, 

pins, pushes, and suppressions; and/or effective use of half-sword/”armored hand” techniques. 

Better use of Compound Attacks 

The fencer more frequently and effectively uses multiple strikes to set-up and land an attack, or attacks 

many targets in rapid succession, without being struck in the process. This is the opposite of single, 

carefully aimed sniping shots with no preamble or follow-up. While effective, those are rewarded 

through the counters. 

Better use of Variety in Technique or Targeting 

The fencer successfully attacks more targets using a wider variety of techniques than his/her opponent. 

This is the opposite of landing the same effective blow over and over and over again, which is rewarded 

through the counters. 
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Better use of The Buckler 

The fencer makes superior use of the buckler for defense and offense by attacking under cover, 

parrying, and suppressing the opponent’s weapon(s) with the buckler. 

Better use of *Technical Award 

See “Singlestick is different,” below. 

Singlestick is different! 

There is only one subjective criterion in the Singlestick competition: a single generic “Technical Award” 

worth 10 points. This award is voted on by the two counters (ties broken by the director) and reflects 

the best overall combination of skillful use of parry-riposte, compound attacks, and variety in technique 

and targeting. Note that there are no judges--only two counters--in the singlestick competition. 

Also note that neither grappling nor thrusting are allowed in the Singlestick. Fencers who grapple in 

singlestick will be broken up. Continued grappling will lead to a 1-point penalty to either or both fencers 

(Director’s judgement) for each instance. Thrusting will be penalized with warnings (yellow card). 

Your final score is Judges minus Counters, plus Match Bonus 

Your negative score from the counters (zero or less) is combined with your positive score from the 

judges (zero or more). The fighter with the highest score wins the match.  

 

All fighters carry a cumulative score until the finals. The match winner receives +5 bonus to their 

cumulative score. The loser receives nothing. In the case of a tie, both fighters earn +3. 

 

For example, Fencer A lost 16 points from the counters, but earned 15 points from the judges for a final 

score of -1. His opponent, Fencer B, lost 20 points from the counters and earned 5 points from the judges 

for a final score of -15. Because Fencer A won the match, he gets +5 points for his cumulative score, for a 

total match score of +4. This will be added to any previous matches for his cumulative score. 

How the tournament is structured 

Time and Rings 

Every match is two minutes without stopping the clock except to address safety or special circumstances 

as the director requires. 

 

Rings will be standard competition rings for Messer and Sword & Buckler. Singlestick will be fought in 

the smaller free-fencing rings just outside of the main hall. 
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Out of Bounds: Fencers who run out of bounds will be penalized 1 point. Fencers who intentionally drive 

an opponent out by pushing, grappling, etc., will also be penalized 1 point. This point should be tracked 

by the appropriate counter. 

Qualifiers 

Fencers will be divided into pools (four pools of five each as of this writing). At the end of the pool the 

top two from each pool (determined by cumulative indicator score, not wins) will continue to the 

Elimination round. 

Eliminations & Finals 

Two pools of four, with the top two scoring fencers by total indicator score from each pool. The two 

pool winners  at the end of the elimination pools will face each other for 1st/second, the next highest 

scoring fencer (by indicator) in each pool will compete for 3rd/4th in the finals. 

How the Tournament is Staffed 

Staff for each secondary tournament will be drawn from the other secondary tournaments, meaning 

that the Rapier and Singlestick staff will be drawn from the Messer and Sword & Buckler staff and 

vice-versa. All secondary tournament participants will staff for another secondary tournament. This 

time does not count toward reimbursement, unlike other staffing activities at Longpoint 2017, which 

do. If a fencer fails to show for staffing they are disqualified from their next event, whatever that is. 

 

The jobs are: 

● Tournament Manager - Keeps things moving and correct. Will be named before the tournament. 

Also acts as ring boss. 

● Directors - Will be named before the tournament in most cases. 

● Counters - May be named before the tournament or may be pulled in during the tournament. 

● Judges - May be named before the tournament or may be pulled in during the tournament. 

● Scorekeepers - Some will be selected before the tournament. Others will be “apprenticed” to 

the preselected scorekeepers at the beginning of the tournament. Two per ring. 

● Head Scorekeeper - Calculates who moves forward and tracks cumulative scores. One for all four 

tournaments. Will be named before the tournament (drawn from LP primary staff). 

Equipment 

For Sword & Buckler and Messer, as Longsword. Sword brands are the same, though models must be 

either single-handed messers or arming swords. Exceptions and edge-cases should be 

requested/reviewed as far in advance as possible. 

 

For Singlestick: While all skin must still be covered, a heavy padded jacket (e.g., SPES or coaching jacket 

or gambeson) is not allowed. Regular, single/double-layer fencing jackets, athletic jackets, 
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sweatshirts/hoodies, etc. are recommended. Hard elbow protection is still required. Otherwise 

equipment is as for longsword, except that a lighter glove (simple leather, lightly padded, or 

machinists/welders’ gloves) may be worn on the weapon-hand.  

Safety, Warnings, and Penalties 

As in Longpoint standard (Longsword) rules, with the addition that Directors will be instructed to be 

especially harsh on fencers who use excessive, repeated force. Fencers will be warned, penalized, and 

ejected. 

Notes and Clarifications 

When does grappling stop? 

When one fighter successfully scores a double-point and the opponent is unable to resist for a moment, 

or when the judges and director can no longer confidently score the exchange. In short, as with any 

other exchange, it ends when the director breaks it up. 

 

Exception: Singlestick. No grappling in singlestick. See “Singlestick is Different!” 

Can I win all my matches and still not make it to the finals or elims? 

Unlikely, but yes. Indicator is king, and winning a match improves your indicator by only 5 points. In 

tests, most fencers took around 20 points of “damage” in a match. Fencing carefully, like the weapon is 

trying to hurt you, is the best way to win. That, and playing to the subjective criteria. 
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